Ride 2: More Short Fiction about Bicycles

The second collection in the RIDE series of
short fiction about bicycles, with
contributions by SJ Rozan, Kent Peterson,
Barb Goffman, Keith Snyder, Eric
Neuenfeldt, Nigel Greene, Jan Maher, Jon
Billman, and KI Hope. - - - this stuff is
brilliant ... if you, like me, have been
previously bitten by worthless bicycle
fictions, allow me to present the antidote,
one that will have you e-mailing mr snyder
impatiently enquiring after the publication
of
number
three....
a
triumph.
-thewashingmachinepost.com - - - Even if
you cant tell a crank from a bottom
bracket, you can still enjoy this collection
of short fiction. Best of all, the writing is
quality stuff. Each piece is a carefully
selected vignette highlighting just one
unique aspect of cycling, full of small
details, humor, and heart. -COMOCYCO
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